
Result: Drawn 

Date: Sun 2nd Aug 2009 @ 14:00 

Ground: King George's Field 

Type:  Friendly  

Sonning CC - 2nd XI 
      R 

Unsure st R Burton b Nico Adams    126  
Unsure ct R Tait b Daniel Masters   11  
Unsure ct R Burton b Nico Adams    67  
Unsure ct T Golabek b Nico Adams    3  
Unsure st R Burton b Pog Higginson   0  
Unsure ct R Burton b Tom Hooper    7  
Unsure ct Joe Liepins b Robert Simon    1  
Unsure Not Out    59  
Unsure ct Pog Higginson b Daniel Masters   12  
Unsure Not Out    11  
Unsure Did Not Bat      
Extras  ( )   16 

Total  (8 wickets dec, 35 overs)  313 

 Bowling  
  O M R W Nb Wd 

Robert Simon 7 0 56 1 0  0  
Daniel Masters 9 0 63 2 0  0  
T Golabek  2 0 35 0 0  0  
R Tait  4 0 42 0 0  0  
Nico Adams  6 0 57 3 0  0  
Tom Hooper 3 0 5 1 0  0  
Pog Higginson 2 0 24 1 0  0  
Simon Adams  2 0 21 0 0  0  

 

 

 

 

  



Sunday 2XI 
      R 

Patrick Hinnell ct     0  
R Tait        6  
Tom Hooper st     35  
T Golabek        4  
R Burton + ro     11  
Pog Higginson       2  
Daniel Masters ct     0  
Nico Adams  Not Out    53  
Robert Simon *       0  
Joe Liepins  Not Out    10  
Simon Adams  Did Not Bat      

Extras  ( )   41 
Total  (8 wickets, 42 overs)  162 

 

A dramatically weakened Sunday 2’s side made the 0.6 mile trip from the Tour 
Manager’s house to the ground of Sonning for a rare timed fixture against a team 
who had won 9 of 11 games this year. After Pat had put on a magnificent Barbecue 
for the entire team (with the exception of Ross Burton who despite his surname 
bizarrely turned down the offer of food) spirits were high despite the skipper losing 
the toss and being invited to bowl. 

 
These spirits were soon severely tested as the opening ball pair of Bert and Dan 
Masters were treated with little respect from Sonning’s South African opening 
batsmen who was apparently closing in on 2,000 runs for the season. Despite this 
Masters was able to remove the other opening batsmen after a fine catch from Rob 
Tait at Point. Dan ended up taking a very respectable 2-63 given the calibre of the 
batsmen he was bowling at. 
 
Every bowler that was invited to have a spell got the treatment as the opener Der 
Walt amassed 126 at an extremely quick rate. 
 
Nico Adams was able to take 3 wickets, while part-time bowler Hooper and the 
returning Higginson also picked up a wicket apiece. The skipper picked up the other 
one in his second spell. 
 
Special mentions should go to Ross Burton who kept wicket extremely tidily taking 2 
catches and 2 making stumpings white debutant Joe Liepins also took a lovely low 
catch in the covers. 
 
In spite of these highlights Sonning declared after making an extremely imposing 



313-8 off 35 overs. 
 
It felt like AC Milan 3-0 Liverpool at half time in Istanbul and this soon felt like 4 when 
Pat was dismissed 3 balls into the reply. This brought Vice-skipper Hoops to the 
crease a little bit earlier than he would have liked. Bizarrely after only 2 balls an 
outswinger grazed the top of his off-stump but failed to dislodge the bail, something 
that has ironically just happened to his cricketing idol Michael Clarke at the time of 
writing. 
 
Ross Burton (11) and Hooper were able to keep the hosts at bay for a pretty long 
period during which Burton managed to snap the handle clean off his bat by 
swinging it muscularly and connecting with nothing but thin air. In fairness it was 
probably the thinnest bat ever used in a cricket match and looked suspiciously like it 
was made of balsa wood. 
 
After Hooper ran out his partner in disappointing circumstances he compounded 
matters by being stumped on 35. With Hurley teetering on a precipice the in-form 
Nico Adams decided the best form of defence was attack, smashing all and sundry 
down the ground and registering a delightful half century. He was assisted admirably 
by Liepins (10*) whose stubborn resistance meant Nico’s brother Simon, also 
making his cricketing debut, was not required. In the end the severely under strength 
Hurley held on for a very unlikely draw against a high quality side which was a 
tremendous result 
 
Man of the match - Nico Adams 
 


